
Project Classes 
 
  
  

1. Blooming 9 Patch Continues  Jan Stevenson    Each Sessions: $24 + tax  
Tuesdays, A. January 21 B. February 18 C. March 17 D. April 21 1:00-4:00pm 
 

WOW! Although this quilt design looks very complicated, it is actually very simple to make. It is constructed of alternating 
Nine Patches and plain squares. The fabric selection is the most important part of this quilt.  
Join Jan as you make fabric selection decisions, get the pieces organized and sew this eye-catching quilt. Not for 
beginners. 
 
2. 2 Hearts as One   Lorna Loeffler    One Session: $40  + tax  
Thursday, January 23   9:30am-3:30pm 
 

Quilt as you go hearts table runner and placemats. A quick and easy project. Great for beginners. You can also make 
a star and stripes table runner and placemats. 
 
3. Camouflage Flannel Quilt  Teresa Heaphy    Two Sessions: $48 + tax  
Saturday:  January 25 and February 29 1:00 - 4:00 pm 
 

These blocks are deceptively easy to cut and piece, using only squares and rectangles.  Color choices and block 
placement within the quilt “camouflage” the simple design and make it appear more intricate.  Wonderful design for a 
beginner and can be made with either flannel or quilting cottons.  This lap sized quilt can easily be enlarged by 
adding more blocks or borders. 
  
4. Run Through the Year, One Table Runner A Month Teresa Heaphy  Each Session: $40 + tax 
Fridays:  9:30am - 3:30pm 
 A. January 31  Triple Twist 

B. February 28  Bolero 
C. March 27 Rainbow Geese 
D April 17 Fierce Weftovers 

   

Have you ever wanted to learn new quilting and sewing techniques but are short on time or supplies?  Then this is the 
class for you.  Maybe you are an experienced quilter who has lots of fabric but no time for “another project” that turns 
into a UFO.  Wouldn’t it be nice to have 12 table runners to keep or give, while using up your fabric stash?  A new 
pattern each month will introduce new techniques for you to try as you create a different table runner.  Come create a 
beautiful project with a minimum of supplies. Choose the classes you like or do them all. 
  
5. Venice Table Runner   Lorna Loeffler    One Session: $40 + tax 
Friday, February 7   9:30am-3:30pm  
 

Quilt as you go table runner. A quick and easy project. When it is sewn together you are done except for binding. 
Good for beginners. 
 
6. Rulerwork Basics   Kate Quinn    One Session: $40 + tax 
Wednesday, February 12   9:30am-3:30pm 
 

Skill Level: Beginner  
 

Welcome to this introductory Rulerwork quilting class. Guided-motion quilting with templates sets you free from many 
of the struggles of Free-motion quilting by helping you make smooth curves and “straight” lines. We start right at the 
beginning with machine setup. Techniques include an easier stitch-in-the-ditch method, multiple designs, helpful 
tools, and lots of tips and tricks to get you on your way.  This class exposes you to several styles of templates and 
shows multiple ways to use the tools to create designs. Some Free-motion experience is helpful but not required. 
 
7. Heart of America   Tes Pane    Two Sessions: $80 + tax 
Fridays, March 6 & 13   9:30am-3:30pm 
 

Embroidery Design by Claudia’s Creations 
 
 
 
 



8. Log Cabin    Pat Greenwood    One Session: $24 + tax 
Friday, March 6    1:00-4:00pm 
 

Log Cabin made with perfect seams. The log cabin quilt is one quilt that can be put together in many different 
patterns. In this class we will piece to make an easy log cabin quilt using our add-a-quarter inch ruler for perfect 
seams. Handouts will be passed out for different ways the log cabin  
can be sewn together. We will also discuss different ideas on various ways to change the style of the log cabin 
blocks. 
 
9. Jelly Roll Bag    Teresa Heaphy    One Session: $48 + tax  
Saturday:  March 7   9:30-4:30 
 

So, you’ve made a jelly roll rug or two.  What else can you do with those fabric tubes?  You can make a beautiful and 
sturdy tote to carry all your essentials in style, 
with a little room left over to sneak in a few fat quarters, a book, or your current project.  Fun to make and I bet you 
can’t make just one! 
  
10. Hearts & Feathers Back to Back Kate Quinn    One Session: $40  + tax  
Wednesday, March 11   9:30am-3:30pm    Skill Level: Intermediate  
 

Put your Heart in the right place and learn some new rulerwork designs for domestic quilters. Explore popular 
templates by Westalee Design: the Hearts set, the Feather Leaf template, and the newly released Back to Back 
template. This class focuses on creative uses of the quilting templates along with tips and tools for marking and 
designing. The primary goal of the class is advanced skill development through completion of the sampler quilt 
designs. Techniques include learning the markings on the templates, filling and adding flourishes to designs, space 
planning, and demos of helpful tools.  Take your quilting to the next level with these fantastic guided-motion tools. 
 
11. Vinyl Mesh Market Bag  Jeannie Hargis    One Session: $24 + tax 
Friday, March 13    1:00-4:00pm 
 

Make this handy shopping bag in no time at all. Be ready for when the city goes bagless. 
 
12. Landscape Basics    Lucy Greene    Two Sessions: $48 + tax  
Wednesdays, March 18 & 25  9:30am-12:30pm     plus $10 kit fee 
 

This class will show you how to start a basic Landscape Quilt. You will learn about perspective, color and texture while 
creating your own scenic view. 
There will be simple quilting on the quilt. 
 
13. Poinsettia Table Topper Encore Barbara Gary    Two Sessions: $80 + tax 
Fridays, March 20 & 27   9:30am-3:30pm 
  

This quick foundation paper pieced table topper is an excellent gift or home decoration for the holidays. The pattern 
includes a 30-inch square or a 30-inch diameter round selection. Several fabric choices or a monotone pallet will bring 
the traditional flower to life.  
  
14. Pack It Up Bag   Teresa Heaphy    One Session: $40 + tax  
Saturday:  March 21   9:30-3:30 
 

Looking for a new bag?  Look no further.  The Pack It Up Bag is a zippered bag with a wristlet handle and all the 
designer touches: a braided pieced band and option of using cork for the body. Best of all you can make it in 4 sizes.   
    
15. Tiered Skirt    Michele Lommasson   Two Sessions: $56 + tax 
Fridays, April 10, 10am-12noon and April 17, 9:30am-3:30pm 
 

Learn how to custom make the skirt of your dreams. In the first class, Michele demonstrates the techniques & 
teaches you how to generate your perfect tiered skirt. At the second session, sew your skirt with Michele’s guidance. 
 
16. Pantaloons/Lounge Pants  Lucy Greene    One Session: $40 + tax 
Wednesday, April 15   9:30am-3:30pm 
 

Wear these tried & true fashions to keep cool and comfy. This simple pattern can become a comfy pair of lounge 
pants or a little something to wear under those breezy summer skirts. 
 


